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A NEW TV DOCUMENTARY SERIES

Behind the historical crisis of our time, there are 
people, families, lives, fates.
In                        , the open-end (filmed) series in 
cinematic format, we’re putting faces to these numbers.

The series is being published three-dimensionally and 
internationally, i.e. in film, text and talk-show format and 
on 10 different channels. The series is running 
open-endedly via our own distribution channels. It is 
intended to be an interactive chronicle of our times. 

The series thus creates a record of the latest (German) 
economic and social history. A chronicle in form of 
portayals, by and for interested, independent and 
engaged citizens.

                        is direct and personal, shows what has 
befallen people and ultimately ways out of the crisis – it 
is emotional, empathic, without commentary, not disc-
tanced, without criticism.

A chronicle of contemporary history
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The documentaries                     



A inn-keeper has to defend 
herself in court because of her 
“disposition”.

A teacher listenes to her pupils 
and reports about their anxieties 
and suffering. Parents complain and 
the school board subpoenas her

A member of the German 
parliament is being indicted, his 
house is being searched six times.
He loses his mandate and gains 
new perpectives.

A public health officer criticises 
the health policy which gets him 
fired.
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A Journalist is being betrayed by 
his friends and collegues because 
he asks the wrong questions.

A headmaster loses her school, 
which she loves very much.

A football world champion loses his 
job as a sports commentator with the 
biggest german tabloid newspaper.

The individual episodes build on one another. 
Production costs for single episodes are being supplied 
by sponsors.

The films are crowd-funded by people, that care about 
their country and its people.

The pilot “The Journalist” impressed with more than 
500.000 views per week. 



At the end of every portrait there are ways shown out 
of the crisis.

The journalist brings his family abroad to safety.
The headteacher finds new friends.
The pub is now booked months in advance. 
And the public health officer finally does what he 
always wanted to do: he writes a book.

Only the member of the German parliament is waiting 
for the termination of his charge. Until then, he recalls 
his long lived political life... 

+49-(0)171 – 125 39 13

KOLLATERAL@oval.media

airs every two weeks
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Johanna Wahlig

Here are the links to the episodes:

#02 The headmaster#01 The journalist

“                     ”

#03 The parliament member #04 The teacher

#05 The public health officer #06 The mother

https://www.oval.media/content/?uuid=1ba95cbd-be96-4f11-9550-614a1659e272
https://www.oval.media/content/?uuid=03398014-9b1e-490b-a9bb-81f6b26e5048
https://www.oval.media/content/?uuid=c1828be4-ca5b-443b-9367-ab47bb42cfa9
https://www.oval.media/content/?uuid=41a3a196-06f3-4224-950e-a71a4e132027
https://www.oval.media/content/?uuid=b839d96c-3f94-4daf-914e-f8afc822be42
https://www.oval.media/content/?uuid=42aa9733-3ab4-4488-904e-dcc49e3ce906

